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Abstract 

The hydraulic Ram pump is a complete automatic device that uses the energy in the flowing water such 

as spring, stream or river to pump part of the water to a height above that of the source. With a 

continuous flow of water a hydram operates continuously with no external energy source. The delivery 

head of hydraulic ram ranged from 7.03 m to 35.16 m for a pressure range of 0.703 to 3.52 kg/cm2. 

Hydraulic ram has a maximum efficiency of D’ Aubussion’s efficiency and Rankine’s efficiency 56.26% 

and 52.77% and a minimum efficiency of D’ Aubussion’s efficiency and Rankine’s efficiency of 48.56% 

and 42.45%. characteristic curves of hydraulic ram working under conditions of constant waste valve lift, 

constant supply head and varying delivery head. With increase of delivery head the number of impulse 

frequency beats increases. 

 

Keywords: Hydram, efficiency, no of stroke, discharge of waste water, discharge of useful water 

 

Introduction 

The hydraulic ram pump is a simple durable pump that can be used to deliver water from one 

source to another. The pump has the following characteristics flow, drive that is how much 

water is available to run the pump; drive head is the drop from the water level in the drive tank 

to the pump; delivery flow is the amount of water flowing into the delivery tank while the 

delivery head is the height from the pump up to the delivery tank. The normal operation range 

of this pump is 0.5 to10 litres/minute. The ram pumps are durable and either made from iron 

casting or welded steel pipe. The readily available local materials have been used to build the 

pump. No electricity or any power fuel is required to run the pump, therefore, it is less 

expensive to own and operate. 

The hydraulic Ram pump is a complete automatic device that uses the energy in the flowing 

water such as spring, stream or river to pump part of the water to a height above that of the 

source. With a continuous flow of water a hydram operates continuously with no external 

energy source. 

 

Working Principle 
Hydraulic ram pump works on the principle of water hammering action. The water is caught 

by the spring catchment (or the stream catchment) and driven to the header tank by the feed 

pipe. The spring or stream catchment is the first barrier to prevent organic matters to enter in 

the system and to reduce the efficiency of the system. The header tank allows a continuous 

flow to the drive pipe and the pump and it the last barer to prevent sediments to enter in the 

pump. The drive pipe is made from galvanized iron (G.I.). It has to support the water hammer 

effect which is running continuously. The drive pipe is designed to conduct water as fast as 

possible to the pump and it must be straight.  

The Hydram is the most critical infrastructure of the system. The Hydram is attached to the 

pump basement. It has to absorb the shocks of the water hammer effect. The pump basement 

has to be carefully design because it is subject to the fatigue of the water hammer effect and is 

very difficult to maintain without stopping the pump from running. The delivery pipe conducts 

the water from the pump to the storage tank. The storage tank is used to hold water before it is 

delivered to communities. 
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Material and Methods  

Experimental Set-up 

The present study “performance evaluation of hydraulic ram 

pump at different operating conditions” was conducted in 

Hydraulics Laboratory, Department of Irrigation and 

Drainage Engineering, CAE, Pusa which is located in 

Samastipur district of Bihar on southern and western bank of 

river Budhi Gandak at 2559 N latitude and 8548 E longitude 

. Altitude of the site is 52.92 m above of mean sea level. 

 

Hydraulic Ram Pump 

The hydraulic ram pump (hydram) is an alternative pumping 

device that is relatively simple technology that uses renewable 

energy, and is durable. The hydram has only to moving parts 

and can be easily maintained. A hydraulic ram is a pump that 

uses energy from a falling quantity of water to pump some of 

it to an elevation much higher than the original level at the 

source. No other energy is required and as long as there is a 

continuous flow of falling water, the pump will work 

continuously and automatically. 

It includes the procedure for the performance evaluation of 

the hydraulic ram pump under different operations conditions. 

The experimental setup consists of a Hydraulic ram having a 

cylindrical air vessel connected to a small rectangular 

chamber through a non returning valve. A waste valve is also 

provided in the rectangular chamber to discharge the 

excessive water to the collecting tank. The chamber is 

connected to an elevated supply tank. A delivery pipe is 

connected to the foot of air chamber to deliver the water to 

collecting tank to measure the discharge delivered by the ram. 

The experimental setup consists of a Hydraulic ram having a 

cylindrical air vessel connected to a small rectangular 

chamber through a non returning valve. A waste valve is also 

provided in the rectangular chamber to discharge the 

excessive water to the collecting tank. The chamber is 

connected to an elevated supply tank. A delivery pipe is 

connected to the foot of air chamber to deliver the water to 

collecting tank to measure the discharge delivered by the ram. 

 

 
 

Plate 1: General view of the Hydraulic Ram Pump at Experimental 

site 

 

Performance Evaluation of Hydraulic Ram Pump 

Following parameters under different operating conditions 

were considered for performance evaluation of hydraulic ram 

pump: 

Supply head and delivery head 

Supply head is the depth of water in supply tank from its 

bottom (i.e. from the centre line of the pump) to the top level 

of water in the supply tank. It was kept 1.4m throughout the 

experiment. 

Delivery head is the elevation of water from the centre line of 

discharge valve to the level of water in the destination tank. It 

was measured by pressure gauge which is actually the 

pressure of water in air vessel as: 

 

hd = 10×P, m of water 

 

Where, 

 

P = pressure gauge reading, kg/cm2 (psi) 

 

Calculation of Waste Water and Useful Water 

Discharge is the volumetric flow rate of water that is 

transported through a given cross sectional area i.e. The 

amount of fluid passing a section of steam in unit time is 

called the discharge. 

 

1. For discharge of waste water: 

 

R =
R2−R1

100
     ...(3.1) 

 

Where, 

R = rise of water level in measuring tank in time (t = t2 - t1), 

cm 

R1 = initial level of water in measuring tank at time t1, cm 

R2 = final level of water in measuring tank at time t2, cm 

 

Q =
R×A

t
       ...(3.2)

    

Where, 

Q = discharge of waste water, m3/sec. 

R = rise in water level of water in measuring tank of waste 

water, m 

A = area of measuring tank (0.42m x 0.289m) 

t = time taken for R, sec 

 

2. For discharge of useful water: 

 

r =
r2−r1

100
     ...(3.3)

       

Where, 

r = rise of water level in time t (t = t2 - t1), cm 

r1 = initial level of water in measuring tank at time t1, cm 

r2 = final level of water in measuring tank at time t2, cm 

 

q =
A X r

t
      ..(3.4) 

 

Where, 

q = discharge of useful water, m3/sec 

t = time taken for collecting useful water(r), sec 

 

Efficiency of Hydraulic Ram Pump 

The efficiency of a hydraulic ram may be expressed in two 

ways. The first expression, known as D’ Aubuisson’s 

efficiency ratio, gives the efficiency as the ratio of input 

energy of ram and its output energy. The second expression, 

Rankine’ s efficiency ratio. 
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1. D’ Aubuisson’s efficiency 

 

ηa =
qhd

(Q+q)hs
x100    ..(3.5)

       

 

2. Rankine’s Efficiency 

 

 ηr =
q(hd−hs)

Qhs
x100     ...(3.6)

       

Where, 

a = D’ Aubuisson’s efficiency of hydraulic ram pump, per 

cent (%) 

a = Rankine’s efficiency of hydraulic ram, per cent (%) 

hs = height of water in supply tank, m 

hd = delivery head, m 

Q = discharge of waste water, m3/s 

q = discharge of useful water lifted up, m3/s 

 

Results and Discussion 

Head Discharge Relationship 

The discharge (waste water discharge and useful water 

discharge) obtained from hydraulic ram pump was found to 

be affected by the delivery head. Although the supply head 

was kept fixed to 1.4 metre throughout the experiment but 

delivery head were varying as per operating conditions. 

Delivery head-discharge data at different operating pressures 

is presented in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The delivery head of 

hydraulic ram ranged from 7.03 m to 35.16 m for a pressure 

range of 0.703 to 3.52 kg/cm2 

 

Table 1: Effect of head and impulse valve frequency on discharge of hydraulic ram pump 
 

Pressure 

psi (kg/cm2) 

Delivery head 

hd (m) 

Discharge of waste water 

(Q) (10-4) m3/s) 

Discharge of useful water 

(q) (10-4) m3/s) 

Total discharge 

(Q+q) (10-4) m3/s 

Number of impulse 

valve frequency 

1 (0.71) 7.032 13.30 26.23 39.53 68 

2 (1.41) 14.064 24.30 33.40 57.70 70 

3 (2.11) 21.096 31.90 46.50 78.4 72 

4 (2.82) 28.128 33.90 57.30 91.2 75 

5 (3.52) 35.16 34.30 66.80 101.1 78 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Variation of waste water and useful water discharge with head 

 

Efficiency of Hydraulic Ram Pump 

Efficiency of hydraulic ram pump is the ratio of energy 

delivered to ram and energy supplied by the ram. Efficiency 

directly related to flow ratio and head ratio. Efficiency by the 

hydraulic ram pump measured under different operating 

pressure. The Rankine’s efficiency ranges from 42.45 to 

52.77 % and D’ Aubuisson’s efficiency ranges from 48.56 to 

56.26 % for a pressure range of 0.7032 to 3.52 kg/cm2 

respectively as shown in the figure 2 and table 2. 

 

Table 2: Effect of delivery head on hydraulic ram pump efficiency 
 

Delivery head, hd (m) Rankine’s Efficiency, r (%) D’ Aubussion’s Efficiency, a (%) 

7.032 52.77 56.26 

14.064 51.26 54.71 

21.096 50.76 54.20 

28.128 49.55 53.68 

35.16 42.45 48.56 
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Fig 2: Variation of efficiency with delivery head 

 

No. of strokes of hydraulic ram pump 

No of stroke means that no of beats per minute. How many 

times the diaphragm moving top to bottom in 1 minute. No. 

strokes of the hydraulic ram pump measured under different 

operating pressure. No. of strokes ranged from 68 to 78 for a 

pressure range of 0.7032 to 3.52 kg/cm2 respectively. No. of 

strokes increases with increase in operating pressure.  

 
Table 3: No. of strokes at different operating pressure 

 

Air vessel Pressure, PSI 

(kg/cm2) 
No of stroke/minute 

1(0.703) 68 

2 (1.410) 70 

3 (2.110) 72 

4 (2.820) 75 

5 (3.520) 78 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Variation of no. of strokes per minute with head 

 

Conclusion 

In today’s world water is of a great concern to the human 

beings because we can’t survive without it. Hydraulic ram can 

be one of the solutions to this problem of a mankind. Mostly 

in India where villages are situated far away from the water 

source it is not possible to the people living there to go miles 

away carrying away the buckets of water. There is no head 

loss in this experimental setup because straight length of drive 

pipe is 90cm only so calculated loss is very less so head loss 

is minimized and not considered in this experiment. In the 

hydraulic ram pump only two moving parts so there is no 

wear and tear so it reduces the losses occurs in pipes. 
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